
Artwork Maintenance Manual 2016 - New Nature
Foyer Sculptures x3 Cbus Property - 1 William Street Pty Ltd



The Woods Bagot conceptual design proposes a building in a 
curated landscape. The artwork design is in response to this
integrated greening rationale as well as the artist’s ongoing 
work with relationship between object and memory.



Overview:

The first concepts in response to the artwork commission brief 
were presented on 30/5/2014.

The commission brief invited us to scope a response to the foyer 
void of the building. We proposed an artwork of high visual 
quality and impact to address this location.



Overview continued:

The design development presentation on 18/11/2014 resolved 
the following:

Title - New Nature
The group of three suspended sculptural works propose a plant 
world of the imagination by juxtaposing fragments of plant-like 
forms to create visual poetics. Abstract gestures of a
remembered or future plant scape explore our complex sensate 
experience of nature to endorse the botanical place-making of 
the building.



Overview continued: 

Description
The artwork is constructed in stainless steel; variously formed, 
cast, water-jet cut, perforated, embossed and coloured to realise 
diverse visual texture and form. Each of the three open
elliptical frames of stainless steel tubing measures 6m long x 
0.6m wide and supports various objects projecting above and 
below. Objects range in height from 3m to 150mm. Each frame 
is suspended 5 metres above the ground and their placement  
within the ground floor interior affords a range of viewpoints so 
that the artworks correspond as a group.



Overview continued: 

Lighting
The artwork evokes the varied form and textural complexity of 
the natural world.
These elements can best be externally illuminated to capture the 
highlights of the polished reflective surfaces.
Prefer no external wiring on the suspension cable and seeking to 
eradicate any maintenance issues.
                                                                         Barbara Heath



Location

Preliminary artwork positions
adopted with architect, client and
curator 11/2014.  
Planning the schedule and fabrication 
was the next stage while briefing our 
engineer on the cable and support
system.



Model 1 = 113kg approx Base Frame 6000mm L x 600mm W Rectangle hollow section 
3mm stainless 100mm H x 50mm W = 108kg
Suspension at 2 support positions, 1800mm in from each end. Supplied 20/05/2015
Element 1-1 = 16kg Flat sheet 1790mm H x 420mm W at TOP x 650mm W at BASE. 
Actual 1790mm H x 163mm W at TOP x 420mm W at BASE. x1 1.6mm Gold #8/Ti etched 
sheet, rolled and shaped after water jet cut. Outside masked and white paint, gold sprayed 
interior + fixings. Vector lace hole file supplied. Element 1-2 = 7kg Flat sheet 700mm H 
x 745mm W x1 1.6mm stainless sheet - Rimex 9EH/BA water jet cut and shaped + fixings. 
Vector lace hole file supplied. Bonded the .07 sheets to a 2.0mm stainless steel mounting 
plate. Element 1-3 = 4kg Flat sheet 1350mm H x 745mm W 3 mm stainless sheet 2B
finish, secured and used as a brace across frame. Vector shape file supplied. Shaped as
sample. Element 1-4 = 1kg Flat sheet 370mm H x 165mm W Constructed in three
sections; x1 full shape + x2 stem only shapes all water jet cut. Rimex Gold Pinstripe .9 mm 
stainless. Vector shape file supplied. Apply and tack layers + fixings. Element 1-5 = 5kg
x 4 lengths of 12mm square or flat plate stainless. Bent up with pinched ends, slotted welded 
+ central fixing.



Model 2 = 123.5 kg Base Frame 6000mm L x 600mm W Rectangle hollow section 3mm 
stainless 100mm H x 50mm W = 108kg
Suspension at 2 support positions, 1800mm in from each end. Supplied 20/05/2015
Element 2-1 = 24kg Flat sheet 2400mm H x 1200mm W Actual 2000mm H x 1200mm 
W. Stem: 3 sections stainless steel 1.6 BA5wl pattern vector cut to shape and stitched 
welded to 3.0mm stainless steel back bone. Branches: stainless steel sheet 1.6 5wl vector cut 
and weld to stem. + fixings. Fixing add to top of one branch to attach to cable, (hog-tied to 
cable). Element 2-2 = 1kg Cone with fitted coloured and faceted perspex 135mm L
x 120mm W BASE x 150mm W TOP 1.6mm stainless with 2B finish and highly polished
interior. Outer ring holds perspex in place with fixing to inside lug. Bolted fixing with
stand-off. Element 2-3 = 10kg Stainless steel tube 75mm Dia x 14 short sections, each
approx. 185mm L welded onto stem to create tree 1000mm H + fixing. Glass bead blast
finish. Element 2-4 = 7kg 2mm 2B finish Flat sheet 1090mm H x 650mm W x 510mmW 
at BASE Vector art supplied water cut, rolled and shaped with welded base + fixing.
Element 2-5 = 1.5kg x 2 folded intersecting V sections 1.6 mm stainless steel 2B finish 
Each 128mm W x 400mm L Gold paint.



Model 3 = 144kg Base Frame 6000mm L x 600mm W Rectangle hollow section 3mm stainless 100mm H x 50mm 
W = 108kg Suspension at 2 support positions, 1800mm in from each end. Supplied 20/05/2015
Element 3-1 = 39kg 2 mm stainless steel 2B finish, cut and rolled with welded base + fixings. Flat sheet 3000mm 
H x 535mm W tapering to 50mm W at TOP Vertical fold to upper half to strengthen with inserted shape 560mm H x 
350mm W. Water jet cut from Vector file which includes typography. + x1 sheet of 1.6 mm Gold Mirror
stainless steel, second shape cut in 4mm stainless plate and welded under support with vertical 90 degree support. 
6.0mm base plate welded frame via spokes to support item. Element 3-2 = 1kg (same as 2-2 - make x2) Cone with 
fitted coloured and faceted perspex 135mm L x 120mm W BASE x 150mm W TOP 1.6mm stainless with 2B finish 
and highly polished interior. Outer ring holds perspex in place with fixing to inside lug. Bolted fixing with stand-off.
Element 3-3 = 3kg Plate  930mm L x 128mm W 10mm aluminium glass bead blast finish, polish edges only + bead 
blast. Water cut and shaped. Vector file supplied + fixings. Element 3-4 = 10kg 1150mm L x 50mm W flat strip 
to start, rolled to coil in lathe then formed to spiral shape. Additional 2.0mm stainless steel coil in 5.0 stainless using 
vector file cut spine to hole shape, tacked to coil+ fittings. Element 3-5 = 8kg Stainless steel sphere, spun in x2 
parts 500mm dia Hand marked holes and plasma cut so as to retain raw melted edges + gold paint + fixings.
Element 3-6 = 3kg Flat sheet 440mm x 440mm 1.6mm gold mirror finish stainless steel. Water jet cut and central 
fold line. Make tool to bend Vector pattern to be supplied + fixings.



Fabrication at G&B Stainless during 06+07/2015. Architect 
and client view of the three suspensions on 10/07/2015.



Engineer’s certification to suspension points and sculpture at 
G&B Stainless - Form 16 13/08/16 & Form 15 18/09/16 - 
Bligh Tanner 2014 242 300.













Suspension points

Engineer conveyed balance points after final weights were
confirmed. The element positions were adjusted to fit as per the 
top view plan, above. The suspension points for each frame were 
then positioned on the ground and projected to the ceiling to 
pinpoint the structural frame positions.
Final inspection by 18/09/2015 when Bligh Tanner Form 15 
was certified and the three sculptures were disassembled and 
wrapped for storage until delivery date, 7/09/2016.





In ceiling suspension

The architectural modelling above initiated preliminary designs 
for the in ceiling steel hangers and cable suspension system by 
our engineer Bligh Tanner. Responsibility for this component of 
the project was assumed by BMPX designers & engineers and 
BMPX manufactured and installed these and supplied Ronstan 
suspension cables to Bligh Tanner specifications.

See ‘ceiling space structural hanging details’ - BMPX-Transmit 
from Christopher Parker - 007308 / 07/10/2015.





Install day 07/09/2016 - New Nature 1 & 2.



Install day 07/09/2016 - New Nature 3.

















Architects: Woods Bagot, Brisbane
P O Box 7482 Brisbane QLD 4000
Phone 07 3308 2900 <mark.damant@woodsbagot.com.au>

Curator: Armitstead Art Consulting
42 Heidelberg Street East Brisbane QLD 4169
Phone 0407 131 783 <j.armitstead@bigpond.com>

Artists: Enright Heath Pty Ltd
P O Box 452 Grange QLD 4051
Phone 0413 085 172 <barby@co-opones.to>
Phone 0431 464 470 <male@co-opones.to>

Engineers: Bligh Tanner Pty Ltd
P O Box 612 Fortitude Valley QLD 4006
Phone 07 3251 8555 <rod.bligh@blightanner.com.au>

Fabricators: G & B Stainless Pty Ltd
163 Magnesium Drive Creastmead QLD 4132
Phone 07 3803 6100 <Dee.Wallace@gbstainless.com.au>

Designed and produced inhouse at Jeweller to the Lost
Barbara Heath & Malcolm Enright - 07/09/2016

Barbara Heath & Malcolm Enright - Enright Heath Pty Limited (trading as):
Jeweller to the Lost - Jewellery in all its forms; Bespoke, Collaborations, Contemporary
Retail range & Exhibition work
Urban Archaeology - Numerous collections, Sculpture & Public Artworks, Management, 
Strategy, Design & Digital Realisation


